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One tool does it!  

 This Celtic Knot 3” template does not include or 
use the anchor post. Designs are made by lining 
up the markings on the template. 

 Work completely at front of machine. Nothing 
under the quilt to hinder stitching operation  

 No additional templates or tools required 
 Easily move tool around to different areas to put 

designs just where you want them 
 Make additional patterns over top of first for an 

easy to make yet complex-looking pattern. Your 
friends will be jealous of how accurate it is! 
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Included in package: 

FAST!  
EASY! 

ACCURATE! TopAnchor Quilting 
Celtic Knot Template 

Look for us on: 

Facebook 

Pinterest 

youTube 

Instagram 

Twitter 

Celtic Knot 3” template 

 



USE WITH EXTENDED BASE OR TABLE 

 

Place temporary mark where you want your pattern centered. Use the straight lines on 
the template around the hanging hole to position where you want the points of your 
design to be.  

 
Make a super easy double Celtic Knot! 

Start stitching the first pattern here 
(stitch in either direction). 

Stitching will end at this starting point 
when the first pattern is complete. Stop 
with needle down. 

Rotate template until the straight side 
is facing up as seen in bottom 
illustration. 

 

Align straight line on template with the 
intersection of first pattern.  

Align marks on template with previous 
stitching.  

From where the first pattern ended, 
continue stitching in either direction to 
the next notch.  

Stitch and rotate all the way around as 
before. 

Stitch your Celtic Knot! 
 

Bring bobbin thread to top of quilt anywhere on stitching line. Press 

down gently on template to hold in place and stitch in either direction 

to end notch. Stitch in place one or two stitches to anchor the thread 

at each notch before rotating template.  

Stop in the notch with needle down and rotate template until the foot is seated in the 

next notch. Carefully up the markings on the template with the line just stitched. 

Stitch from notch to notch, stitch in place to anchor stitch, needle down and rotate. 

Repeat until Celtic Knot pattern is completed.  

Stitch  another Celtic Knot pattern over the first one. 
Line up template as shown below. 

Go plain or fancy—it’s so easy with  

Celtic Knot templates from TopAnchor Quilting! 


